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We here at DMF pride ourselves in
our effort of bringing you something
other than what you see on fifty
other websites everyday.
Sometimes we even go so far as
to put. 2-2-2009 · The middle
finger is one of our species' oldest
and most ubiquitous insulting
gestures. But why is waving one of
your fingers offensive? And what
are some. How to Spin a Pencil
Around Your Middle Finger . Sure,
you might already know a few
people who can spin a pencil
around their thumbs. You might
even be able to do it. 17-8-2015 ·
What Do Donald Trump Voters
Actually Want? 30 of the billionaire
real-estate developer’s backers
offer individual explanations for
their support.
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How to Put Someone in a Fingerlock . Amaze your friends at the next party or gathering you go to by putting a finger lock on an unsuspecting person. Learn how
to. Giving someone " the finger " is one of the basest violations in modern culture, but its origins date back over 2500 years. The first written record of the insult.
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